ILO March 31 Meeting

1. Core Competencies Memo
2. Dawn – follow up on brochure
3. Follow up on website process – for ILO website – but don’t want to waste time on this. Need institutional support and that we will need financial support and tech support so we could do the content. Perhaps do one person and their branches with content – and see how long it takes and then we can develop a plan from there. Then we can develop a proposal for how much it would cost to do something like this. The goal will be to create something visual that is interactive – perhaps use a quiz format that could be fun.

4. Tentative schedule for a summer workshop for setting standards. Decided on a 2-5 time period and then wine and cheese. Looking at written communication and info literacy. Also use a rubric for ethical reasoning and can use this also for critical thinking. Can we confirm these dates? Then, based upon who responds, we can decide what is going to happen on these dates. In terms of the time slots – can we go 2 – 4:30. We will get papers from assessment who have sample student writing. We should possibly try to get participants to submit their own writing from when they were in school.

5. Agenda for the 2-day summer workshop. We will provide sample writing 6-10 papers and the rubric. Then, the focus of the two day event is evaluating writing. Now that we know what the basic scores are – what do we think a graduating senior should have in order to graduate? Our goal is to try to work towards a consensus on scores but at best we need to have average. We are doing this to set standards for what UH expects.